In this text the work of Frederick Delius is presented in the context of English musical culture at the turn of the XIXth and XXth century. His life is also very interesting because he, as a composer of Dutch origin, became active among different cultures, English and French and more, he took his education in Germany. In my opinion, his music reveals the type of tone-painting due to fact of his method of treating music in the romantic mood and using technical procedures of that time. I managed also to discover and define many topics in hi s art. These topics that are connected with nature, feelings and the Europen culture help us to understand his music since it can not be examined by commonly known analytical methods.
and so it is a conclusion that fits to Delian in music, as I take it into consideration. It is worth saying the forceful influences of French postimpressionism that shaped English modernism 16 .
Some important orientations of that time were the liberal and progressive ones of Leonard T. Hobhouse, understood as rational common good and also the aesthetics of beauty of George Edward Moore who had his own aesthetic empiric theory and introduced the argument of the concept of pleasure. His views founded t he intellectual positions of the Bloomsbury Group.
The awareness of the tranformation of the world was universal 17 . The romantic values, reinforced after the Great War 18 as a result of English particular modernism at the turn of the twentieth century, reach ed the point of critical mass at that time. English modernism developed intensely as a religious movement within the Catholic Church in England and France and presented ideas which opposed its previous character. It was the groundwork for the dying liberalism, which was typical in the English intellectual traditions at that time 19 ; liberal modernity that had endured since 1500 as essential in public was disappearing then. At that time we find imaginative literature 20 and … music.
Considering that James Joyce and William Faulkner were the representative figures of that time, the artistic atmosphere of the music of Delius seems more understandable. Liberal England was destroyed because of warthe prewar liberalism might have never returned. The great importance of the poetry of Virginia Woolf, Ezra Pound and Thomas S. Eliot in maintaining the English modernism, "as representatives of a vanguard awareness" is also vital for the arguments of this article. Nevertheless, the art remained in opposition to the bou rgeois public and political life. All these representations were full of vitality, though the modernist achievements in England before 1914 were less impressive than the ones in other countries. Even though, the English contribution to European Modernism c ould be observed clearer after the War 21 .
Another idea that was popular in the second half of the nineteenth century that could be connected with the music of Delius, was Victorian sentimental realism. The kind of specific English landscaped painting (Grimshaw Atkinson) was regarded as the study of space, light and sun. As his music is full of pictures of sea, gardens, birds, waves and the colours of the day and night, this ideology became a base for his art. He lived in the French garden, though he remembe red the English sea. Not only were these suggestions important for him, what mattered also was his lack of religious belief, strictly speakin g. From that points of view we are getting nearer to Delian music, because we can observe his original relationship to the problem of God to religionhis convictions were of pantheistic kind 22 . So these are the main components of the music of Delius.
"Arts and crafts" signed by William Morris was one of the important trends in England in the end of the nineteenth century and after that a new realism was born with its mottos contrary to the Victorian mentality (Gilbert Keith Chesterton, John Galsworthy, Somerset Maugham). There was a great influence of English and American poets (E. Pounds, Th. S. Eliot) 23 before the one of James Abbott McNeill Whistler. In the aesthetic circle of George Edward Moore, Virginia Woolf remained a member of the famous and greatly influential Bloomsbury Group. The ideas of postimpressionism, quite new in the first decade of the twentieth century in England, were advertised by Roger E. Fry. The New English Art Club was a platform of the movement of the opposition to the impressionism (Walter Richard Sticker, Wilson Steer), though a new group Camden Town Group (1911) represented the tendencies of romantic impressionism.
A person of the great influence, especially on art, was John Ruskin whose admiration of medieval art had affected the noted movement of Prerafaelites (1848) 24 . In the second half of the nineteenth century The Movement Aesthetic orientation had formed up with an explanation "art for art's sake" whose main representative was Walter Horatio Pater. Thus, what can be observed is the beginning of the late romantic kind of English conceptaestheticism.
In this context, one has to remind the art of James Abbott McNeill Whistler, one of the outstanding 'musical painters' of the nineteenth century (1843-1903), American painter living in England (1834-1903) 25 . His great number of references to music and musicians, the titles of his pictures and his style were significant for the decadent art. The harmony of colours, vagueness of emotions, his play of light and shadow, nocturnal mood and liberty from narrative -are what makes his landscapes trully musical. It can be argued that this thou ght is a one of the basic ideas in the work of Delius.
Another notion that can facilitate the understanding of the atmosphere of Delius work, is the idea of the stream of consciousness of Virginia Woolf, it means a modern narrative technique. The concep ts of imagism 26 and misticism at the beginning of the twentieth century were (as I see them) in the collection of circulating thoughts that created a good climate for the work of Delius. The demand for the renovation of the native traditions were also meaningful as can be observed in the work of Ralph Vaughan-Williams. Nevertheless, though Delius's living outside his homeland, all his life he was considered as an English artist and he was not quite accepted in France 27 . All those intellectual and aesthetic movements are worth stressing as an important origin of the music of Delius.
2.
In order to present a perspective of English music at the turn of the centuries, one first has to design a sketch of cultural conditions of musical life there. Through ages, Great Britain did not have many individual talents but there were many choral and concert associations 28 ; music occupied always an important element of everyday life because of choral singing in Anglican church, especially during the Victorian epoch (catholic Oxford Movement) 29 . Music was understood as a social mission, as a thing for all people, for the well educated amateurs and their active participation. The famous concert halls that were built at that time are well known: Crystal Palace (1851) and Queen's Hall (1895) as well as the Royal College of Music (1882) where George Grove was placed in the position as the first director.
There were not regular concerts in London until 1862 when the Royal Philharmonic Society began organizing them about seven times a year 30 . But even at that time the modern music was not played often. Like George Friedrich Haendel who lived in London a century earlier, there was another eminent musician who inspired a revival of an English opera in the XIXth century: Carl Maria von Weber who came to London in 1826.
Starting with the works and activity of Arthur Sullivan (1842-1900, opera Ivanhoe, 1891), that is the time of the first musical acts, institutions 31 and intensificaton of musical life, the English music entered into the n ew era connected, yet faibly, with the European artistic thoughts. They were presented in a variety of late romantic pictures although with lesser emotiona l signs; the English liberalism was constantly significant despite the strong influence of the Church . Music was treated as a kind of entertainment, and included popular forms: ballads, opera, religious oratorio and choral music. The German influence on musical techniques and aesthetics were accepted in general all that time with the romantic style at the forefront of Mendelssohn whose music was quite appreciated. The Wagner's technique of leitmotifs was also popular and esteemed (E. Elgar) as well as the ideas of the great German visionary 32 .
The new currents could be observed in Bantock Granville's works (1868-1946, drama orchestrale Fifine at the Fair, 1901). The Celtic legends were also treated as an important material for composing music (A. Bax In the Faery Hills 1909).
Among important personalities, two composers proved to be very inventive in the beginning of the organisation of musical life, and were distinguished pioneers of the English modern music: Hubert Parry (1848-1918 33 ) and Charles Villiers Stanford (1852-1924 34 ). Other figures worth mentioning are Alexander Campbell Mackenzie (1847-1935), Arthur Benjamin (1893-1960) and Eugene Goosens (1893-1962), the composers of the first generation of the starting point of the English music as well as the artists of secondary positions (Frederic Hymen Cowen 35 , 1852-1935) .
Like the English painting, English modernism in music was not firmly connected with the European movements; it was created by artists and composers who wanted to collect old folk-songs and to use them in their art-work. One person worth suggesting in this context is Ralph Vaughan -Williams 36 who was one of the main people involved in the revival of 3. Frederick Delius was a composer about whom Elgar had said in their conversation: "You are too much of a poet for a workman like me" 44 . Eric Fenby remarked: "Music, for him, to use his own words, was simply and solely the means of expressing 'the imminent, unchanging realities of nature and humanity'" 45 . His colourful passion and cosmopolitan achievement 46 inspired by the English landscape and heritage make him a trully local artist. To a certain extent, Delius remains a romantic composer with his inclination to folk song, his sensitivity to nature, and his introspe ctive relationship to music.
To support the theory of his late romantic idiom 47 with the complex texture and chromaticism of harmony in many works, I would like to draw a conclusion that his music can be defined as a romantic impressionism. It will be elaborated on in the later part of this article.
Hubert Foss accents the specific factors of the music of Delius: the feeling of hedonism, Nordic purposefulness, perseverance, his ability to retain golden moments and recall past delights 48 36-37. and the fact that he "belonged to no school, nor did he derive from one" 49 , the very personal path of the composer can be better understood.
Another aspect of his work to be observed is the mood: late romantic, pictorial, a bit sentimental that one can depict as pastoral, utopian 50 -characteristic for this new generation of English composers. They were deeply connected with the pictures of nature, impressionistic techniques 51 of different types, essentially emotional approach to music and without the German conflicts of themes and keys. Ralph Hills quotes Edwin Evans's words concerning this astonishing technique: "it owes little or nothing to any particular tradition or country and it is uninfluenced by the current technical and aesthetic movements of his time" 52 .
In his young years Delius played violin and used to go to London to listen to concerts. It is also this moment when a remark can be made about two crucial points in his lifehis months spent in Florida, in Jacksonville (1884-1885) 53 where he remained completely alone and where he met his most important music teacher and organist -Thomas Ward who taught him about counterpoint and harmony. It was exactly this moment that he decided to became a composer, against his father's will.
He used to say that studies in Leipzig were a "complete waste of time" 54 . His conclusion about the necessity to study can be found rather strange nowadays -in his opinion "learning kills instinct". His remarks concerning the resonance between the composer and the listener 55 sound related rather to the nineteenth century thought. It was his understanding that music can be listened to without any knowledge about its rules and details, music should not be complicated, as the intellect is not necessary for two souls to meet. Thus, all his life his work was critised for lacking form 56 .
Such statements could have been brought by the rhapsodic flow of his own, with several themes and their similarity, and lack of clear division. His preference for the ideas rooted in the past and unattained 57 indicate he had a romantic personality, and emotions were his lead concern.
The way music feels and vital harmony in the composition were his priority, with his sound and pictorial imagination being a distinctive feature of his style of writing music. Furthermore, in his system he was also careless with t he words used in his works, for him they were an unnecessary burden in musical work. Going further in this examination, what is astonishing is the opinion of Eric Fenby that Delius had poor literary taste, with one exception -English political and artistic autobiographies. On the contrary, his wife, Jelka Rosen (they met in 1896, and got married in 1903 58 ), was a painter, connected with the artistic circle of Paul Signac and was educated in the high culture at her family home in Belgrad (her mother was a daughter of Moscheles). For a long time, Delius was ignored by his native artists. He showed no interest in becoming acquainted with the musical circles while in Paris, and surrounded himself mainly with painters.
The second decisive event in his life was getting to know the works of Nietzs che 59 : his words and ideas had affected Delius very deeply; it was the philosopher's words that Delius used for his, paradoxally, Mass of Life. Atheist 60 , as he defined himself, Delius shared the way of thinking of the famous philosopher. At the same time, h e was devoted firmly to another fundamental ideaperpetual renewal of the world, and lifespring returning every year is a symbol he also introduced to his music. He understood the world as the place of the restauration of pagan antiquity, and the joy of remote gods 61 . His connection with nature was intense and, consequently, all his life he was anticlerical and anti-Christian. One has to remark also that his first works often were used as a material for later music, they are today recognized as sketches or remain unfinished. This is the case of an eccentric, isolated, almost self-taught man who lived like an anchorite, with a difficul character 62 , and always complained. He had a complex personality, was self-centred and self-sufficient, he did not expect everything above can pose as a proof of the opinion of Eric Fenby that the music of Delius shows French inspiration rather than English 79 .
Grieg was his friend just to his own death in 1907, mentor, second teacher, his guide of composing music and of evoking a romantic, pictorial, contemplating mood 80 . He was the one who encouraged Delius and convinced his father Delius should be a composer 81 . They were both the "country dreamers" 82 and that characteristic only intensified with age.
But there was also another source of inspiration for his art -Norwegian landscape, culture and folk-song 83 . He used to wander there many times, it was the essential place for him, a beloved space for meditation and inventing his works which provided the melodies for his works (Brigg Fair 84 ) .
The harmonic arrangement of Delius is actually of late Wagnerian one, full of chromaticism, founded fundamentally on relics of the tonal system. On the other hand, we have to de fine his kind of harmonic set as settled firmly in the impressionistic system 85it means that the accords are arranged according to their sonoristic qualities. The system of chords linking is free, depends on their sound quality (chords of perfect fourths , perfect fourths with thirds or with fifths, or nineth chord, added seconds and sixths are a particular figure for him as for the impressionistic artists 86 ). Values that were very important for him include added seconds and sixths. Therefore, his world of sounds evokes so many marvellous impressions and pictures, musical landscapes of night, sea and river. His maxim, even his religion, was rafinement 87 .
In the case of the harmony of Delius Michel Fleury describes it as an example of the postimpressionistic harmony 88 placing it in the circle of "musique de la couleur" (p. 65-138) 89 . The works of Delius have also a specific climate which Michel Fleury defins as "extase pantheiste" associated with the idea of vision and wide space 90 . What he has in mind are the idea of "musical silence" (On Hearing the First Cuckoo..., In a Summer Garden) and the effect of far distance 91 .
His musical form -rhapsodic, meditative, with slow narrativity 92 -is not allied to traditional rules, as it shows no noticeable frameworks. He did not respect contrapunctal methods, prefering the principle of variation. Sometimes, the composer used the known forms (sonata form) but with modifications (main themes with secondary ones, lack of differentiation of themes, no developping segment and frequent recapitulation at the end). He also did not follow the German rule of dialectic conflicted themes, therefore a regular form of a sonata cannot be found in his work. One of the characteristic courses of Delius in composing music was his autocitation, his repetition with modificaton of his previous motifs and shapes 93 . He matured as a composer for a very long time. One often can find remarks concerning his similarity to the Wagner We can describe also his texture as thick, late romantic in style also in the sense as Eric Fenby depicted it: "the placing of the chords was so sensitive, so pregnant with suggestion" 95 .
In this paper I draw a conclusion dealing with his evolution from the romantic technique to an impressionistic one, from the late romantic harmony 96 towards a free one. But at the same time, I will insist on the stable components of his music that are not known from the musicological texts.
Having explored his way of life and composing his musical world, what should be mentioned are his most known and appreciated pieces of music. Pointing at his initial works, one has to think first of all of symbolic, pictorial and pastoral ones: The Songs of Sunset for mezzosoprano, baritone, choir and orchestra (1906) (1907) (1908) , text of Ernest D. Dowson), In a Summer Garden for orchestra (1908 97 ), Summer Night on the River for orchestra (1912-1913 98 Requiem (1913) (1914) (1915) (1916) for soprano, baritone, chorus and orchestra with the original text by Heinrich Simon is written "To the Memory of all Young Artists fallen in the War", and is based on text excerpted from the Bible (the Book of Ecclesiastes) and from Nietzsche, although they have been changed by Delius. Its mood is not characteristic for this kind of music but pantheistic according to composer's ideas 104 . This work is also a representative depiction of Delius's main idea of perpetual returning: spring rhapsody placed at the end can be understood in a symbolic way as opposing the pessimistic message of the whole work. A very impressive description of this work can be found again in Fleury accurate term noticed above in this article: "eternal renewing" 117 . Specific feeling of impressionistic technique in American spiritit can be interpreted as a romantic orchestral poem with a human voice, as a symbolic message concernig his faith and personality. Sea Drift (1903) (1904) for baritone solo, chorus and orchestra based on the words of Walt Whit man words (from his best known 14 collection of poems Leaves of Grass -Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking from the group Sea Drift) 118 is a beautiful, deeply impressive musical story about symbol of love and death, love and loss which were vital to the composer 119 . Its impressionistic technique 120 (ostinato figures, static plans, multilayer harmonic plans with romantic violin solo) is strongly emotional and put forwards a slow passage of pictures in one movement with an Introduction and Epilogue in the arch construction with recapitulation of the known material. In his opinion, that was his best work 121 .
This moving love story full of erotic atmosphere talks about a bird missing his female mate and crying for her. Delius presents the story in a profoundly touching way. The figure of the lonely bird is symbolised by the voices of the chorus and the young boy observing this situation is pictured by the voice of the baritone. Those sad tears released into the wind and stars to return his mate are presented in an extremely impressive mood. The swinging figures, nocturnal passages, dance elements, dim colours, form of the AB A' arch with epilogue, chromaticism in the secondary function in the more intensive moments, romantic development of climaxesall that shapes are characteristic for Delius's style which can be defined as a technique of significant structures .
Tender calls of a desolate bird, a cappela chorus with a solo at the climax intensifying for a long time, narration expanded to a focal point and fading away into silence at the endthese are the unusual moments in their emotional message. Delius tells a story about physical love that is over and the only one that remains is spiritual one. Again, it cann ot be denied that Delius's works present a symbol of perpetual movement, a design of full cycle of life 122 .
It is a portrait of a different reality, evoking the inner world as well as the wide distance understood literally and figuratively. Dealing with this subject, I would like to accent the process of illustrating words, and harmonizing them with the message using motifs dicussed further in the article. To my mind, this work is an exemple of the evolution of the composer from the romantic starting point to the impressionistic profile, a process of turning composer's thoughts in another way by using pictures differently than according to generally acknowledged rules. The first performing of this work was the beginning of a firmly established success in Europe. In my opinion, this explanation can be related t o his resultless studies in Leipzig, as he described this time himself.
With these three mature works, Appalachia, Sea Drift and A Mass of Life Delius began to be heard and performed in England. I wholly appreciate the statement of Mark Morris who expres sed his opinion about the composer: "his importance to British music is generally underestimated … he is one of the first composers of the English revival to raise English music" (op. cit) though he never wanted to be considered an English composer 123 .
4.
The following part of this article will be devoted to the topoi of Delius which can be noticed in a great number in composer's works. I shall focus on the most popular Delius's works -Appalachia and Sea Drift. In a word, these special rhetoric structures function as the most important factor in his technique because of his disregard for the canonic rules of composing the musical form, due to the lack of main themes usually transformed in the musical process and his impressionistic and modern way of constructing and juxtaposing the chords. Therefore, the sense of his work is meditative, impressive, poetic and sound is treated as the main idea I see the sens of focusing on the rhetoric figures.
If Delius preferred using "the orchestra after the manner of great painter" 124 , I would like to pay an attention to this problem from this point of view. It is worthy mentioning now that Delius refers also to the topic of love, especially the symbol of Liebestod 125 from famous Wagner's masterpiece Tristan and Isolda in his Sea Drift, A Village of Romeo and Juliet paintings,  his specific method of using the effects of half-lights, emerging shapes with the characteristic French phenomenonmusic fading at the end of the piece (almost all his works -Paris, Song of Sunset, The Song of the High Hills, Double Concerto, Violin Concerto, Cello Concerto, A Song of Summer, Song of Farewell),  the changing mood in his art is essentialy of decadent kind, full of melancholy, nostalgia, state of dreaming, lack of strong emotional contrasts 141 ,  his harmonic layout is built as a draft of sound events, with emphasis on their sonoristic qualities 142 , though their construction is often ingrained in the tonal system 143 -"the gently undulating chromatic harmonies" 144 , this is the tonal system with its late romantic discords,  Delius's harmonic system can be defined as polyharmonic, that means juxtaposition of different and unrelated chords deriving from tonal or chromatic spheres which is accented by added intervals (sixth, seconds) to the tonal chords and also in the successive flow, without the traditional linking methods 145 ; harmonic system organized as a drift of keys, not in the sense of changing tonal centres 146 ,  the melody is a result of the harmonic flow, it sparecely built as an independent and meaningful line (Violin Concerto, 1915 -1916 ; Cello Concerto), but it is placed on the second place in the whole construction,  he used the melodic lines not as themes but as motifs, they were numerous in one piece, dependent on the momentous mood, it seems like a mosaic of motifs, Michel Fleury provides an explanation of this relationship for shaping themes in the impressionistic art mentioning also Delius's music: it occurs bec ause of the change of attitude towards harmony and thematic elaboration where the domination of harmony rules as an axiom; while dealing with this problem one has to evaluate the melodic element at that epoch as of the lesser importance 148 ,  his kind of polyphony is organised like a dialogue of voices, not in the German and baroque form built on the basis of the contrapuntal project,  variation remains as his main method of composing, he does not lean towards the evolution of German origin, variation that enables swinging of moods and understanding the musical form as a catalogue of pictures, not as a logical course of primary and secondary themes -he did not abide the conventional musical form,  concerto treated by the composer like a rhapsody, in the ternary s hape with a recapitulation of previous themes and motifs in a coda, one movement in several segments, capricious, amorphous form 149 ,  the dance sets are important for him (Paris, Brigg Fair, 1907 150 , Appalachia, The Dance Rhapsody 1, North Country Sketches), and also his sets often used (triples, H. Foss),  special type of impressionistic orchestration is also evident in Delius's works (Summer Night on the River) 151 ,  there are semiotic shapes that are significant in the overview of his works, they have a constructive function in the narrativity of the musical piece, but they do not derive from the old classic rhetoric canon, they are of romantic, sensitive kind,  Delius's music is intertextual, understood as a romantic term, his art is connected with many extra -musical notions, first of all with portraits of nature 152 , landscapes, play of light, all that is related to his atheistic and pantheistic ideology; Michel Fleury concluded: "Chez Delius ou Debussy, la communion avec la nature en reste le pretexte primordial" 153 ,  in the process of examining his music Bachtin's idea of dialogue, of polyphony understood as a complex of different plots is often present and I see this point not as a recalling literature but different cultures which he belonged to during his life, because of many travels he had,  Norwegian culture is also one of his area of interest, he used this musical, folk material in his works, and cherished the culture, it was suitable for him, for his mental formation 154 (Song of the High Hills, the opera Fennimore and Gerda),  if one was to make a comparison between his style and another in Europe at that time I could propose the postimpressionist artists: Ottorino Respighi (without his skill of melody 155 ), an Englishman Ralph Vaughan-Williams (without his inclinations to canonic forms), a French composer André Caplet who was a disciple of Debusssy, impressionistic composer (without his religious message),  it is necessity to present here a concise comparison between the music of Delius and of the English composers at that time, omitting the best known music of Benjamin Britten and Edward Elgar: similar to the music of Delius were the works of Michael Tippett, whose preferences were rather the polyphonic methods of texture, together with the neoclassical style of William Walton, who was recognized as an English equivalent of the French Les Six; it is the music of Gustav Holst that had influenced both Britten and Tippett, he was also interested in English folk and medieval songs and his skillful counterpoint with the bito nal models of harmony was one of the patterns for the artists to follow,  to conclude all these statements I would regard Delius's music as a sort of watercolour in the circle of impressionistic art with all its differences and the French mentality 156 .
